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Abstract
I do not consider it my job to create meaning; that responsibility lies with the
reader. I seek to point in a general direction and allow the reader to bring his/her own
experiences to the poem and complete the dialogue between writer and reader. I employ
this idea in And Other Myths by use of juxtaposition, by using leaps within a poem to
create seams in which a reader may impart or implicate a sense of him/herself.
A poem may appear simple but open itself up to complexity with further readings,
this is what the poems in And Other Myths strive to do. The poems use myth and
subtext/ambiguity to go outside the self and home as a way of looking back and exploring
the experience of American culture, of identity. This experience is frequently explored
through the scope of my family and Korean heritage, also by creating a myth of the
mundane. The mythic form helps to impart a strong sense of legacy and ancestry, but
through the lens of a Korean/American upbringing. The sense of the “other” in relation to
identity strongly influences my work, not just in a cultural sense, but also in a human
sense.
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What She Said

A whisper now as it shuffles past
your ear. Words just familiar enough
to forget. Meanwhile, all you ever wanted
was to understand what those words meant
in that order. What did it mean when she
put an exclamation point at the end
of that sentence? What did it mean
when that song came on the radio
just then? What did it mean when she said,
Yes? It’s not even plural.
All you ever wanted was to read her cliches.
It’s that look only cowboys speak of.
Tell me, have you heard this song before?
It makes me think of the air in an empty restaurant,
that awkward silence between ground
and cloud, and the bits that get stuck
in the teeth of trees. That’s where you go
to regroup. It’s where you can skip a rock
clear over to the other side of the sun.

2

Unpacking

In a dream, I kissed Winnie Cooper
at the department store around the corner,
and the twelve year old in me stood up
in applause. Even in dreams,
my timing is off.
I asked her out to a movie. Sure,
she said and walked away without exchanging
numbers. I awoke while walking through
the kids in my sixth grade class.
Looking at it now
buying that dream book seems like a stupid idea.
A friend’s album fills in the background.
Maybe I light up a cigarette and miss her
in a drag, sitting on a porch I made out
of pallets. My glasses fog up as I step
inside, and, for a moment, the view clears
as it never has before. I finish some laundry
and free the room of cardboard boxes,
my room, uncluttered as it has ever been.

3

Souvenirs

We didn’t start off at the Mad Tea Party,
a twirling dervish of drool collecting
in the corners of our mouths. Or stand for hours
to ride down Magic Mountain. We started off
with churros at a food cart. I think it was red.
I was trying on the act of a grownup.
Carrying the gift bag in the crook of my elbow.
Weighed down by sweaters and coffee mugs,
bottle openers and key-chains with names on them.
We walked from ride to ride, not boarding many.
If I’m honest, rides scared the shit out of me.
At lunch, I left the bag under a seat in a restaurant
I can’t remember the name of. Bankrupt, my mother’s eyes
turned her shirt into tissue. I asked for another churro.

4

Toenail

He could feel it as he packed his bag. Trapper
Keeper, pencil pouch, Pee Chees. A twinge
in his big toe. It’s growing in again.
A quick zip and the bag’s on his back. One strap
hanging off the shoulder. A tepid day. Nothing particular
except the toenail. His toes curl a couple of times,
and he leaves the classroom. He can smell woodburning fireplaces mixed with exhaust. Parents looking
for children who are too busy shouting at each other.
The kids in boy scout uniforms go one way, the kids
in soccer jackets go another. He thinks about his neighbor’s
Doberman Pincher, K2, and hopes he’s on leash.
Toe pulsating now, he smells dinner. Pork ribs stewed in kimchi.
Beside his dad’s Cougar, a blue rectangular sign reads, Golden Realty.

5

Preoccupied

He rode his bike from where twin mountains
paste the east side of the path and took a left.
He came upon train tracks running parallel
with a river and waited for the train’s passing.
Her rumble gave the river a cold chill
when he heard her song. He looked back
and saw the house where he learned
the use of chopsticks, his brothers and sisters.
He headed south. Where else was there to go?
He descended from a general, the great unifier,
but now he would sell his bicycle for a bar
of chocolate. Avoiding divots and larger rocks,
he continued down the road toward an unknown
pair of chopsticks. He looked back again.
There was no longer any purpose in stopping.

6

Sedentary

A spider’s summer home grows on my ceiling.
Every day annexing more of my room.
This morning I awoke with her deck
attached to my olfactory. Some location.
Last week her webs converted my television
into a theater. Yesterday, my belly button
became dry storage. Uneaten ants and mosquitoes
lodged in the bullet hole to my stomach.
Today, architectural wisps of silken strands
multiply and attach themselves on my nose hairs
in a stalactitic cavern, and my eyelashes
become a wading pool’s benches.
I’m waiting for an errant wind, a breath
clearing the air and my face,
but nothing comes. Only the spider,
down, plants eggs on my iris, fills
my ocular cavity. A good host,
I offer snacks.
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Envy of Drummers

There once was a man who could not multi
task. He would stand up, piss first,
before sitting down to shit. Cooking
was a nightmare. Martha, his nemesis.
He refused to walk and smoke,
not just because he couldn’t,
but because he felt it counter-productive.
He liked Cassiopeia, not everyone could
pick her out of a line up. He liked
a good love story when he was alone,
but never when with someone.
Too much pressure. His personality
wouldn’t exist in the presence of another.
His favorite moment was the moment after
everyone went to sleep, when he could hear
his music and feel lamp light.
Cigarettes tasted best then.
He once saw a meteor light
the sky as if day. He noticed the house
across the street. It was green.

8

Veneer

He was his father’s false teeth,
functioning, for the most part,
as he should. He looked like
Chiclets. He chomped and chewed
chicken knuckles into a fine
slurry, consistency of come.
He was the right color
pearl, correct kernel shape,
but walked with an unnatural air,
like a bear with four arms.
I pretended not to hear him when he spoke.
He was the wrong density, which made
the sound of clogs clicking.
Still, he had many friends.
Last I heard he went back
to the old country to find himself.
Just as well, he was not a person
to trust. He only owned furniture
he could fold.
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Morning Shift

The saddest man in Seattle works the Plaid
Pantry on Roosevelt. He orders a side of ranch
whenever he goes out to eat and treats prayer
like tips. He waits ‘til after the meal before deciding
what is due. He gets the middle seat on airplanes
so he can touch more than one person.
Every time a thought dares breach his pupils,
a customer walks in and it is lost.
They never stay long, the thoughts nor the customers.
The smell is what grips his loneliness
and takes it for a ride on fluorescent. A church
of candy bars, cigarettes, plastic and linoleum
splayed out like reverent worshippers awaiting
revelation. Something that will
change their lives, as if something could change
the life of Snickers. But he’s interrupted by
customers who pilfer his disciples one by one.
And in response, a single conjunction is all he can muster,
his vast knowledge of Life and People
magazine wasted on goodnight.
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Something to Hate

The Kraken is a lonely creature.
Doesn’t sing, doesn’t bring forth
beauty or bounty of children.
His breath carves a bed for heroism,
gives the sword direction.
Shields await his purpose.
He sleeps on Hell’s rooftop,
waiting for a friend. He makes
the tough decisions.
Tomorrow, he’ll kill a few dozen
fishermen without much thought.
Ravage a virgin sacrifice.
Perhaps he’ll destroy a city,
whatever’s on the docket. Just another
demo worker clocking in.

11

Mediocrity

bounces around like Pop Rocks
in the mouth of my mind,
and I can’t stop hearing limp music.
I have fantasies about roadtrips,
diners, the comfort of supermarkets,
smelling the story between ripe
and rotten apples, watermelons.
There’s nothing organic about the way
we love. If I played the guitar
I could get away with words like love.
But I dream about smelling cantaloupes and bananas.
I once got laid by a competitive woman.
I told her I preferred beating-off to sex.
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Hunger is the Best Sauce

He had a difficult time dealing with the fact
that his life was not a film. He would crest
hills at sunset on his way towards laundry,
as if to a duel. Tchaikovsky, the soundtrack
for pitched battles twixt an odiferous sock
and cunning shirt sleeve. Some mornings
he would wake up thrusting his pillow. This scene
never made it in the movie. The scent of dirt on his hands
made him feel like a man, but he detested
the way it looked under nails, like he’d scraped
burnt toast. When he was alone in his room
he would sniff his armpits. The script called for someone
who grew up in an apartment where the heat cost too much,
raised by a single mother, but his parents were accountants
and owned a house in the suburbs. There he worked. Two Toyotas
in the driveway of his parents’ home office. They weren’t mere paper
cuts from 1040 EZs, but mortal wounds inflicted by a nefarious tyrant
bent on ridding the world of CPAs. His mom made him his lunch,
ham and cheese on white bread with the crusts cut off, potato chips
and a juice box. During his lunch breaks, the PTA was scheming
his downfall, he was sure of it. Girl scouts poisoned his cookies.
Nobody, not even the calculator, knew how much he hated himself.

13

First Dead Body
- June 26th, 2007

The days before he died,
he watched his door in wait of us,
like a child who waits for gifts
he wants, but knows he doesn’t
deserve. His kidneys finally gave up,
and the rest of him could
no longer bear it to pretend.
He was terrified when
we all came to see him. Unable
to beat blood through rigor mortis,
he refused to move, stubborn ‘til the end.
His sheets were too short.
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The Bad Ideas We Get Away With

You’ll be gone before I wake,
but I’ll feel your residue.
Receipts on skin and paper,
in the vapors of spilt body odor
and dance. I’ll feel a certain
sense of fulfillment when
you’re gone, as if I did something laudable.
You were all potential, and I wanted
the way the world looked through
your hue. I held the heart of heroic
deeds within a glass,
and cheeseburgers tasted like filet
mignon. My left shoe is still missing.
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Steak

She used to eat
the tenderest part of a steak last.
One meal, her appetite betrayed her.
She was too full to finish. She no longer plays
with salads or soups or bread and butter.
No French fries, mashed or baked potatoes.
She cuts for blood. The hidden blue vein,
lost, uncooked, leaving behind a quenching
draft of copper and zinc. Her eyes doll
back and her canine’s sweat.
She understands why meat
beds so well with red wine,
but still drinks whisky with every meal.
She appreciates friends she knows well
enough not to cheers.
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Parking Meters and Walking Sticks

Walking to the bar to meet a friend,
sprained wrist, sprained ankle, enjoying
the annoyance of exercise. Someone asked
me if I needed a ride. I thought I might
recognize the car, the person, but I didn’t.
Just another stranger in an SUV.
I appreciated the gesture, so I politely declined
and kept walking, listening to Waits,
watching a train move.
For a moment I got jealous.
But twilight smelt like kindergarten, and whisky
was waiting. If only it had rained.
I wondered if my friend had been waiting long.
It was a cellophane night, good for wrapping.
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Over-thinking It

Playing it safe,
he sat to piss.
He slipped
and destroyed the toilet tank instead.
Water inebriated his clothes
as he sprayed walls.
He vowed never to play it safe again.
Stopped using condoms.
Drank Four Locos
while delivering sandwiches on his bike.
He was a stubborn man,
and stubborn men have a vanity
all their own.
At night, he’d stare at a crack on the wall
marching toward the smell of toast.
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Curbside Constitution

I like the look of Seattle better
while walking.
All the familiar paces
I’ve driven look new,
each step preaches
the city’s mood. And every now
and again an evergreen
nods its hairy head.
You notice
the smell of grape soda
coming from a late night
carwash, a flattened rat
on the sidewalk that
makes you stutter
step. A block of clouds
to the south is a blank
sheet of paper waiting.
The people who spill out
from restaurants
and movie theaters
don’t shoot you
with stupid comments and smile.
Tonight, a busty breeze guides
you under the light of a neon
toe-nail clipping.
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An Honest Question

Is it rude to compliment a balding man
on his haircut? Did you ever do that when
you were a kid? Children don’t understand
sarcasm. They understand fences
and playground law. They understand
the sensation of monkey bars between
their fingers, aluminum on their calves.
Can you remember your first scab?
Cold metal hitting skin, it always reminded
you you were like the dead.
For the dead life is simple. Cola gummy bears
don’t consider diabetes. Do you remember
gravel embedded in your palm? It’s like doing coke
for the first time, only better.
You worry about nothing. You think about
woodchip landing
and the density of dodge balls. Every
once and a while, you can go back,
back to where the tetherball
champion is shortest in the class.
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Little Father

I met you through a name etched on trophies,
photographs of an incomprehensible face
nobody could talk about. I heard
stories about a car accident and
a woman. She wasn’t approved of.
The stories are the accident.
When I turned sixteen, your sister
baptized me: you shot yourself
through the head with grandfather’s rifle.
There is a letter somewhere. Few aspects
of this story escape cliche. But, as I imagine you
thought, there is no other way. She said you were
a golden child. Nothing you couldn’t do
whether academic or athletic.
But all I see are broken trophies
and wrinkled photographs etched on the faces
of everyone left. They hide behind barbeque
and booze. Sometimes you sneak out through
their bloodshot eyes and say good luck.
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Revenge of a Mortal Hand

She couldn’t stand the smell
of his feet. He washed them once
at mid-day and once before bed,
in the light of a sun lamp, for her.
But his semen tasted of bleach
no matter how much fruit
she made him eat. Poetry,
she told him, is a practice
in the refinement of failure.
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Mongoloid Spot

3:37 PM
My naked brother runs a full day
on the beach. His toddler socks, giant
potato bugs bouncing about in the back
seat of our father’s purple Cougar.
The plaza signs blinking
from temperature to time.
4:44 PM
Child Services finds our house
and tells my father his son’s back
is the color of sin.
4:43 PM
My brother and I fight
over action figures. Plastic toys
hopping across shag white carpet.
He gets Sgt. Slaughter, I get He-Man.
We both want Optimus Prime.
10:13 A M (1984)
The Melanocytes are captured by the Dermis
and separated from their family.
The immigration to Epidermis has left
bruises. However, embryonic
development is a success.
4:45 PM
Our father fights violence for fear
it will confirm the suspicion
consummated by a public phone
and his license plate number.
Today
The family laughs in a park over paper plates
of barbequed short ribs, rice and kimchi, joking
about the time a birthmark became a bruise.
Everybody is fully clothed.

23

born into e.s.l.

i remember going to e.s.l. classes in first grade.
remember when i was born in the u-dub hospital.
teacher talked to me like i ate paint chips with kimchi for breakfast.
my grandfather gave me my english name.
my classmates told me to go back to where i came from.
my grandmother gave me my korean name they divorced long ago.
when karate kid came out, they called me daniel-san.
my father boasted he never lost a fight.
i sent them all to hell in dreams.
my mother said i’d be made fun of in any city.
i spent a summer in my parents’ childhood.
kids there told me to go back to where i came from.

24

Recess in Twenty Below

First recess’ trumpet pukes
every weekday morning.
He watches concentrated orange
juice drip pulp from corners
of his mouth and nose
through gaps in the grating.
Nose hairs bristle and saturate
with acid sting. His mouth sweats,
eyes are fully wrung.
Tattered briefs drink pre-pubescence
under a green snowsuit. He listens
to the drum of hot pulp on snow,
flecks of orange sprinkling his shoes,
and looks out on a field full of kids
playing smear the queer.

25

Christmas, 1989
Bonn, Germany

Liver cancer doesn’t mean much
to an eight year old. He opens his presents,
including the ones that aren’t his.
Eats unfamiliar foods and complains
about milk that isn’t pasteurized.
Chips here don’t taste the same.
He mumbles German phrases in his sleep,
ones his grandmother taught him
through her Korean accent.
She asks him to walk with her,
but he’s got a new Transformer.
Besides, he only calls her grandmother.
But his father’s eye is there.
What do a grandmother and grandson
have to talk about when they can’t
understand each other?
He remembers walking, spackled
white houses and brown fences.
A dog barking at them.

26

A Questionable Korean

A questionable Korean, they called him,
because most his friends were white.
Because he didn’t wear Polo or cologne.
Because he wasn’t any good at math.
He’d pull pieces of his father from the night
before settling down to mother’s cooking.
Spicy bone-marrow soup with chunks of flank
steak, green onions, eggs and vermicelli.
At school he ate chicken flavored cup noodles,
a Hershey bar and Sprite. Didn’t chew
with his mouth open, didn’t talk with his mouth full.
He sat at the wrong table, surrounded by friends.

27

They Split the Class in Two

I don’t know what they told the girls,
but I took notes as if I would be tested.
They explained all the parts to us
and we watched a video about wet
dreams. They told us that puberty
can go into early twenties for boys.
The teachers seemed pleased with these images.
By the end, everyone left happily unsatisfied.
Everyday, it seems, for the rest of my life,
girls in one class, boys in another.
One teacher’s husband, he was a late
bloomer, so she told us, and he was huge,
body-builder huge.
I wondered.
They were serious and coddling.
They wanted us to learn, but
without asking too many questions.
Questions were to be asked afterwards,
never during. Not a hand was raised
at any point. None of the pictures
I saw got me excited or aroused,
as they suggested they might. I wasn’t concerned
with what breasts looked like underneath
their skin.
This was back when breasts were enough.

28

Thirty Miles Above the Arctic Circle

The kid didn’t understand why people there
made fun of his face.
His little brother didn’t like his father’s new
beard and insisted they return to America.
People here wore parachute pants after the fact.
The man from the Video House touched him
down there. The man said he was feeling
how much he’d grown. The kid took free videos
along with bags of candy and liquid nachos.
He liked shooting his dad’s nine millimeter,
but his true passion remained nunchucks.
After the twins murdered a family of jellyfish,
he threw away the cardboard
flooring and never entered the fort again.
The kid lived above a restaurant
and once, during a dinner rush,
walked downstairs wearing only his long johns.
He ate his dinner upstairs.

29

Tolerance

It came off her tongue so naturally
when she called him a Gook. As if
calling him brother. But he was tired
of being a Jap or a Chink.
It was nice being insulted
properly for a change.

30

The Whale

In OTZ there was only one road
out of town, and it led to the dump. We went
shooting there, scaring off bears, birds
and barrels. A shore on one side
of the road, open tundra full of ptarmigan
on the other. Once, a whale lay beached
on perfect skipping stones, I watched as gulls pock
marked its skin. Dead. I couldn’t tell whether a boy
or a girl. Either way, it couldn’t stop them.
Crowds of people stood watching.
Cemetery Hill wrapped just around the corner.
We always went sledding there, just off
Dead-man’s Curve, landing in bush
and snow. The tundra had berries,
all kinds of berries. I can still remember the taste
of dirt touching sweet. Back then,
I set booby-traps in the bush to protect
myself from bullies, and my brother and I
shot arrows at each other. The tundra
and rocks look the same, the whale’s gone.

31

Fishing

My uncle’s cast
pierced my chin.
I screamed,
Shit! Shit!
Hearing the word
echo back,
I looked up
past my uncle’s head.
My mouth open,
hooked through
the gills, hoping
the word had tiptoed
past his ears
and beyond
wind-chill.
My uncle kneeled,
pinched the hook,
and told me,
I t ’s okay to say shit.

32

The Man Who Chopped Down a Forest
-

K otzebue’s national fo rest consisted o f a single tree.

Maybe it was a man you knew.
Someone you saw knocking melons at the grocery
store, he may have said, hi, you may have nodded.
Perhaps his lover left him, maybe his dog died
or an ingrown toenail dug deep.
How were you to know defiance
that tree spawned into malice? How smells
of pine jabbed him, mocking, making oxygen
look easy. At night he took his ax.
He coddled and petted it with a fine stone
until its edge smiled back. No snow fell
as muffled crunches of powder castles
crumbled under his feet. His breath
blew whiskey rings for the moon
and he skipped his way to the tree,
quivering in wind-chill. His ax, awake
now, danced, sap and leaf rustled to bed
on adulterated snow while the town-folk flinched.
Finished, he smiled once more at his blade,
but it could no longer smile back.

33

Tenure

Tufts of chalk-dust waft off his beard
and stilted breaths work their way through
tortured expressions, several
soundless screams mangle his face.
Only the chalkboard notices. A pivot leads out the door,
he keeps on walking. Imaginary steps
that ran out of questions.
He couldn’t bear the look on their faces
without the smell of cotton candy.
He bites a chunk of chap off his bottom lip
as the building falls behind. Spits it out on the pavement.
Staring at his car, he wipes the remaining chalk
from his face. Smelling mustard on his fingers,
he licks each one individually
and wipes the spit on his pants.
The kids are still in there. He turns around. Then
again. A droplet of blood forms on his bottom lip,
which he tongues, trying to remember the smell.

34

Abstract
- After Picasso’s
Fruit Basket.

I can’t see the fruit.
Where’s in the basket?
You keep looking at me
like I should understand
your story, and I try
but it’s beyond me. Your paint,
your texture, your smile,
they don’t mean much yet.
Are you telling me
I’m alone?
You’re a life given pause,
part of a man more important
than me. I can live with that.
It’s always twilight these days.
I think I can still smell you,
a ripe I’m not sure is safe to eat
just now. I’d like to think you know me.
Why wasn’t I invited?

35

Condescend

He liked to sit on his windowsill
at night thinking about Beaudrillard,
hoping someone would drive by and see him.
His candle-lit room singing classical music.
What he got was a lecture
from his mom about the dangers
of open windows and red cellophane too close
to ceiling lamps.

36

The Jellyfish

He stared at the aquarium wall for hours,
pissed at the jellyfish. They wafted back
and forth in the dim lit water, glowing.
How did they do it? He fumbled
with the keys in his pocket
as if one of them might help unlock the answer.
His fingers pressed blind buttons on his phone.
He shoved his face against the aquarium glass,
imploring the jellyfish in low grumbles.
A teacher made her students give the man
a wide berth. They looked back while walking by.
The man stood reading the placard over and over.
A jellyfish does not have a brain or a central nervous
system. He banged his head against glass. The jellyfish
just sat there, glowing. How could they be so content
to not think? Jellyfish have no sense of loyalty.
They attack whatever the tides decide is due
with no appreciation of sex or sentience.
For a second, the man thought he saw the jellyfish
smile, but only saw his own teeth. He refocused,
running lint under his fingernails until closing time.

37

Happy Failure

He smoked the air because he was bitter.
His jaw would click out air-rings
only he could see, and a smirk would gossip
through his teeth. In the distance lingered a smell
of red meat, ginger, garlic, soy sauce and a finger’s dip
of sugar. His nostalgia was hidden in the rain.
Rain is guilt free. And he was never too polite
to take the last piece of meat. He understood
what it meant to be cold rice.

38

Making Stew

I.
Make sure the stove’s hot, you gotta get good sear
on the beef. Smell that? That’s how you know
i t ’s right. See how i t ’s sticking? Where is the wine?
II.
I like the smell of brown sugar, the sound
of dehydration breathing courage into my veins
curls my fingers towards a noble cause.
A few more of these and I will topple
taco stands the world ‘round.
III.
That’s not how you do it.
Do you want to do it?
No, but y o u ’re doing it wrong.
IV.
His smile has an aroma of recognition,
of worry. A curl in the corner
of his eyes wills away what he could not help
but pass on. But stretched lips
can’t hide the stain of parenting.
V.
A good stew draws from all its ingredients,
i f even fo r ju st a moment.

39

It

Sometimes it’s so funny
you hurt yourself.
Sometimes it’s so sad
you eat too much.
Sometimes it doesn’t matter what you do.
Sometimes the monkey points
and smiles.
Sometimes you step
in dog shit.
Sometimes it’s exactly as you’ve
always expected.
You don’t even have the right
to be disappointed.

40

Watches

His grandfather wears two watches.
One keeps track of the present,
the other maintains the past.
One strap scarred into gunmetal,
the other ticking towards convalescence.
Two watches choke his grandfather’s hands.
They eyeball him through wrinkled faces,
and his wrinkled face shrouds soliloquies
of pride and regret. Between sips of scotch
his maniac laughs.
His grandfather wears two watches.
Scratches skate-fish scars with worm gut nails,
and tells words without a story.
Sneaks him shots of his inheritance
and detours questions with car accidents.
His grandfather, wearing one watch,
listened as a sweaty toe let a shotgun shell
through his son’s swollen throat. Nobody
knows what happened to the letter,
but his brother never behaved so well.
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When I Knew

was when I saw the curious idiocy of a fly
indenting its stubborn head against an unseen
obstacle that couldn’t possibly exist in its world.
This shit-loving fly interspersed the buzz of its wings
with the clink of exoskeleton on glass.
Whether for pride or for stubborn, it kept trying.
And though it died from ignorance,
memory of it continues as it did.
And though I thought it a fool,
though I thought it naive,
though I thought it desperate,
I buried it in the orchid pot above the sink.
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I Forgot to Write

I’ve got the Moleskine.
The one Hemingway and Van Gogh used.
Bought a fountain pen the other day.
I used to have a goatee, but it looked like pubic
hair pasted on my chin. I wear dark clothes.
Spend my time and money
in cafes and bars, but I never order food
because I can’t afford that part.
I have friends in the arts. We talk about esoteric shit
(Yves Klein’s Blue Epoch, Gilgamesh and Dumuzi)
over cigarettes, whisky and coffee. I scribble nonsense
into my Moleskine when I think people are watching,
but really I’d rather be reading Harry Potter.
I have a semi-cultivated style sense, second-hand jeans
and button-ups. I care about my shoes.
I have pomade that makes me look
like I haven’t showered in days.
I don’t shop at Wal-Mart,
but frequent farmer’s markets.
I rolled my own smokes for a time, but grew
impatient, and my lungs couldn’t hack
the tar. I’ve spent all this time playing
the part of a sensitive, disturbed artist
and it hasn’t even gotten me laid.
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Between Tracks

The question has haunted me ever since.
It was a Petri dish of pubescence
breaking and creating
covalent bonds. I was telling her a story
about how the Howler Monkey got his name.
He used to favor quiet conversation,
chitchat spread along the vibrations o f leaves.
Everybody enjoyed his gossip, everyone except the Ant.
Someone I had never seen walked into the house.
Nobody seemed to mind. There was music playing,
but Garth kept skipping the track after the chorus
played twice. Making sure he was skipping
the right song. His finger never left the button.
Ant confronted, the then just plain, monkey. Monkey
laughed and swallowed Ant as he guffawed.
“Oops,” said Monkey as he shrugged his shoulders.
But Ant did not panic. He crawled from M onkey’s stomach
down to his testicles and planted seed after seed.
Someone mentioned a Taco Bell run and everyone
got excited. Money wafted onto the dining table.
Somewhere within the half-tracks of Lauren Hill
and Iggy Pop, a door closed. Could’ve been for food, could’ve been
for toilet. Either way, there were less people.
M onkey’s testicles swelled and swelled. Until they hung low, thwacking
as he jum ped from tree to tree. Hitting testicle to twig.
I had half of a seven-layer burrito in my mouth
when she asked me. How does it feel,
being universally loved?
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With Family

The hills of Les Beaux
look like broken wine corks,
and the only sound he can hear
comes from the jewels of a music box.
He drinks it all. The pigeons
of Monaco strut with a swagger
he can’t stand. And yet
he feels home. Doesn’t think, fuck,
i t ’s late, when he looks at his watch
because he’s on vacation. Still, it is late.
Looking at the coast, tomorrow’s
nudes, he contemplates the beach
and sees love. Walks the city
and smells dog shit - tomorrow’s dog shit.
The family will be awake soon.
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When You’re Older

There was a time when he would say to me,
You’ll understand when y o u ’re older,
and I didn’t know what he meant.
I never believed anything he said.
One banality after another was all that came
from his wisdom, each one glossing over.
I don’t think even he knew
in which way he would be right.
His personality shrouds my own. Same stubborn
pride and wink I looked up to as a child. Somehow,
it’s not as reassuring as it once was.
When your mom and I are gone
all y o u ’ll have is your brother.
The faces are the same, my brother’s and his.
Same stoic smirk, like they know something
you can’t. Ever the protector, he’d say, No one
ever said life was fair. There are times when cliche
is the only way we can communicate.
These days, when we talk, he apologizes
for all the moments I’ve forgotten.
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Legs Haven’t Seen Sun for Centuries

She was the first woman to wear a mini skirt
in Korea. She sang at her grandmother's
sixtieth birthday. Her voice ran as high
as the strip of cloth wrapped around
her hips. The crowd hypnotized
by the most natural of things.
She once bet her cousin she could keep
her arm in a bucket of ice water for twenty minutes.
After she won, she bought a pack of cigarettes
and smoked them in public. Men and women fell
by her wayside.
She came from castles that didn’t need moats.
From twin mountains
who held the secrets of a family history
proud and ashamed.
She liked firm noodles in a hot broth.
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Sundays

He misses her on Sundays, no work
worrying him. Leaving the house is unnecessary.
He thinks about going out
until it’s too late. Sits on the couch all day
watching television, deciding.
He tried. He’d approach bed and think
about canceling the cable. All the work
he could get done, no more killing
time. He thought about it more
and decided that killing time
was the weekend’s
revenge. Sometimes he ordered
take out only because he wanted a soda,
but this is another story.
Tomorrow he’ll wake and eat croissants
with ham and cheddar cheese, and his coffee
will make him feel like he huffed a can
of silver spray paint.
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Apple Touches Donut

He was not one to eat whilst shitting,
but he had no problem chugging a beer
whilst at piss. Both were done
with the door open.
In his apartment, he kept apples
next to donuts because he appreciated
the battle they created within. He refused to buy
reusable china. He felt a freedom in being
able to throw his utensils away.
Plastic bottles with sunflower shells
directed house guests like traffic cones
from the living room to the kitchen.
His friends knew better than to stray
from the path or couch. There was no knocker
on his door, no doorbell. He enjoyed the sound
of knuckles rapping wood. He had a polar bear
skin rug and walked around it wearing nothing
but cowboy boots and sunglasses. Certain
things required protection. Others did not.
He had the most beautiful eyes and toes.
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Cranach in Weimar

When he entered the church, she was sitting
in a back pew, clutching her cell phone
as if it might bring her salvation. Her pupils
blessed her cheeks and brought her jeans
a slow damp. No salvation parted his lips.
He was there for a famous painting, a stigmata.
Instead he became a tourist sipping of her day.
Perhaps her faith died. Maybe she was praying
a way through a point.
He stared at her, then at the blood dripping
from wounds in the painting.
Her white sneakers rubbed into cobblestone.
He shook leg-hairs free from his pants.
There appeared an understanding between the two.
Others in the church toured her tears,
took pictures of it and marveled at its masterful
strokes. They couldn’t help trampling over
her swollen face.
She lifted her head from the phone.
He turned and went for a smoke.
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Skate Party

He’d beg her for hours. But she knew
as soon as they got there she would
have to make him do the Hokey Pokey.
She’d rent him skates and he’d head straight
for the popcorn machine. Smell of butter and salt
mixed with sweaty socks and disinfectant spray
bringing him awkward. Kids rolled along
the wood floor, some holding hands, others
skating as fast as the crowd would allow.
She tied his skates for him. Always a little too tight.
She would find a seat, somewhere out of the way,
and watch, eating the popcorn he hadn’t finished.
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A Mother’s Question

She reaches for a breadstick,
some olive oil and vinegar,
while her sons embrace each other
through story.
They speak English,
she drips olive oil on herself.
She waves
the empty bread basket at the server.
Points at the menu when she orders.
She creates a language
out of bread crumbs.
The server sweeps it away
with one motion and smiles.
A Korean word limps through her perm.
Then another. She almost flinches
at understanding. Their Korean
is broken,
but each word has a way
of finding its home. The breadsticks pushed
next to the salt and pepper shakers.
She looks at her two sons, grown now.
This was the point, right?
Too soon, the entrees arrive
spaghetti bolognese, fettucini alfredo,
linguine with clam sauce, and the
conversation shifts back
to English as they thank the server.

